...Biggest Interwealth Movement Coin.

*A CRYPTOCURRENCY TOKEN, A DIGITAL
MONEY AND THE MAJOR WEALTH ON THE
ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN FROM NIGERIA
AFRICA TO THE REST OF THE WORLD.*
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Introduction
Bimcoin is the first token in Nigeria and in Africa. The meaning of BIM is Biggest
Interwealth Movement and we have a Non-Government
Organization called BIGGEST INTERWEALTH MOVEMENT
FOUNDATIONS which uses the Token called BIMCOIN for all her operations. The main
purpose is to transfer wealth into the hands of
people and also from one place to another at little or no cost. You can
check the official website at bimcoin.cc and the internal exchange site and free
distributions page at pay.bimxchange.org
BimCoin is designed to take over the market by storm, the reason is, 100trillion BimCoin
was produced. We are first in Nigeria and in Africa so the amount produced will be
massively competitive among the large populace of over 380Million people, if pushed
into the market with very strong Orientation, advertising and distribution strategies we
have in place to deploy to the large untaped market in Nigeria and in Africa, Only about
0.1% of the whole of Nigerian and African population is aware about Cryptocurrency
and its strong effects of advantage at this present time and beyond. so we have a very
strong market to push out to nothing lease than 80million Nigeria youths, 100Million
Nigeria Adults and over 200Million in the rest of the African countries, we want to break
into this massive market with strong and very serious strategic awareness to take up
the whole market. BimCoin is to champion a massive global wealth transfer therefore
becoming a tool for the greatest wealth transfer in the history of mankind.
And together with all the more than ten use cases BimCoin would deployed one by one,
because of its mass adoption worldwide and because of the stabled internal exchange
that is automatically configured and designed to back BimCoin up, BimCoin has no
choice as a digital currency than to increase in price and value for life, while the backed
up principle help BimCoin to remain stable at any price it attained per time which
automatically solve the challenge of most cryptocurrencies' irregular price fluctuations
which had long placed the future of cryptocurrency in a state of uncertainty, BimCoin's
ability for stability is that solution we have been waiting for here.

Let us give you a quick rundown on our core projects:
Our Project's Name is *'BIGGEST INTERWEALTH
MOVEMENT(BIM)'* and we have a Non-Government Organization called
*BIGGEST INTERWEALTH MOVEMENT FOUNDATION*
which uses the Token called BIMCOIN for all her operation like I earlier
said. They are operations Ranging from it free distribution TO raising of
funds through donations TO given of grants in the funding and raising of
Entrepreneurs TO the payment gateway, wallet and card system that will
be accessed globally TO the Exchange platform for easy exchange to
CryptoCurrencies and fiat currencies TO the Trade Platform for easy trades
by traders in trading CryptoCurrencies TO the free DigitalCurrency Trading
Training Academy.
*Biggest Interwealth Movement(BIM) Founder/CEO:*
Glorious Emmanuel Omolola PhD,
Founder/CEO, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD, Founder/President
BIM-HOPFAN Global Gathering.
*Biggest Interwealth Movement(BIM) Board Of Trustees.*
Oluwagbemiro Akinfolarin Ogunseyi,
Executive Director, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD,
*Biggest Interwealth Movement(BIM) Head Of Programing.* Loyce
Akins,
Founder/CEO, OMLA Technologies,
Founder/President, Faith House Church.
Managing Director, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

*STAKEHOLDERS/SPONSORS/PARTNERS/ADVISORS:*
- *Evangelist Queen Naomi Oluwaseyi Ogunwusi,*

Founder/President, EN-HERALDS Inc.

HM Queen, Ile-Ife, Osun-State, Nigeria.

- *Dr. Kayode Komolafe,*
Senior Lecturer, Federal University Oye-Ekiti.

- *Opeyemi Tosin Akinluyi,*
Founder/CEO, OpyKin Solutions LTD,
Head Of ICT, OSUSTEC, Head Of Programming, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Barrister Deji ESQ,* Legal Practitioner,
Legal, Biggest Interwealth Movement Foundations.
Legal, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Olanrewaju G. Jimba,*
Managing Director, Tulan Energy LTD,
Founder/President, Wonderland Dominion Chapel.

- Chief Michael Ubani, Chairman/Managing Director, Jamit Security Company LTD.
- *Prophet, Dr. Abebunde Sunday,*
Founder/President, FOLDEM (Fountain Of Life Evangelical And Deliverance Mission).

- *Prophet Kayode Asawe JP.,*
Founder/President, City Of God Prayer Ministries.

- *Pastor Ayokunle Awosanmi,*
Forex Expert Trader,
Coordinating Minister, BIM-HOPFAN Global Gathering.
Trades/Investments, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Pastor Temitope Taiwo Ajayi,*
Pastor, FOLDEM,
Permanent Secretary, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Pastor Deborah Wariboko,*
Forex Expert Trader,
Trades/Investments, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- Pastor Kayode Adegalu,
Co-Founder/Director, 360 ICT Network, Graphics/Publicity/Designs, BIM Foundations.

- Umoh, EBITI Joe,
Forex Expert Trader,
Trades/Investments, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Stephany Chinwendu Chinwuba,*
Forex Expert Trader,
Trades/Investments, BIM-HOPFAN Global Resources LTD.

- *Vinod Kumar,*
Founder/CEO, Aridesoft LTD, India.

- *Khan Khan,*
Digital Enthusa LTD, New Delhi, India.

The Major purposes of BimCoin Includes:
1)

Transferring wealth from Fiat (Centralized) to Crypto (Decentralized).

2)
Transferring wealth from the older generation to the newer
generation.
3)Transferring wealth from the rich to the poor and vice-versa thereby
dissolving wealth inequality in reducing gap between the rich and the poor
across.
4) Transferring wealth from one place to another at little or no cost.
5) Bimcoin will be used to make calls and browse the internet by we
deploying an app that if downloaded, you will be able to make calls and
do browsing things at a very lower subscribe rate per month.
6)You will be able to make public transport payment anytime through an
app we would deploy that will function with bimcoin.
7)
Bimcoin will easily be able to move wealth from one hand to another,
everyone who has it will definitely
become rich or richer because with the at least 1m BimCoins which is at
the present price of 1,000USD, you will be a thousand dollar richer soonest
and of which if you are a little bit patient not selling yet and it hits just 1usd,
you are 1m dollars richer.
8)
We would launch *BimCryptoDemy; in December, 2019. It's the BIM
Cryptocurrency academy and trading platform to Instruct, Train and Raise
seasoned DigitalCurrency traders all across the world at no cost.
9)
We would launch *BimGrant; January 2020. It's a platform for the
application and processing of grant that would be conducted by The
Biggest Interwealth Movement Foundation: which is an incorporated
Non – Governmental Organization. The BimGrant will oversea BimCoin
memebers' participation in the grant which will make them an entrepreneur.
This will oversea the choosing, training and funding at everytime of every
interested participants through GRANTS to carry out meaningful
businesses where BimCoin is been accepted as means of payment for
goods and services. Major targeted areas for our BIM GRANTS will be
Supermarkets,
Shopping Malls, Boutiques&Fashion Houses, Electronics&Gadgets,
Internet, Software Production/Sales, Phone/Computer
Production/Sales, Eateries/Restaurants, Automobiles/Automotive
Production/Sales, Hospitals/Pharmaceuticals,
Airlines/Aviation/Aerospace, Architecture/Planning, Arts/Crafts,
Information/Communication, Building materials, Salon/Cosmetics,

Event Hall Services/Management, Poultry/Livestock Feeds
Production, Furniture, Luxury goods/Jewelries, Studio/Motion
Pictures/Photography Entertainment/Firm/Music, Printing/publishing,
plastics, Textiles/Apparel. And of course, we would get more interesting
facts and ideas from the review we would conduct on the participants'
proposals which they had submitted in other to prove out their angle of
businesses and proving to us how such can benefit the entire BIM
ecosystem.
10) We would launch *BimPay; in April, 2020. It's a payment gateway,
wallet and card system that will be accessed globally. You will also be able
to use it to purchase goods at discounted prices from different businesses
that are established by our well trained grant benefactors who works
directly for accepting and using BimCoin all across the world.
11) We would launch *BimXchange; in August, 2020. It's our Exchange
Platform and a peer-peer platform built for easy exchange of our coin
(BIM) to other cryptocurrencies, fiat(local) currencies and vice versa at
anytime. This equally means our coin (BIM) will be the base for exchange
here.
12) We would launch *BimTrade; December, 2020. i's our advance trade
platform for traders and a peerpeer trade platform built for easy trading of our coin (BIM) and other
CryptoCurrency coins and tokens. This platform will be easy to learn and
use safely also.

All these projects are linked to the BimCoin – which will be on
bimcoin.cc and pay.bimxchange.org.

NOTE;
We are in the early stages of a new global financial epoch. And this transfer
of wealth through BimCoin is just beginning and will unfold over multiple
decades. This paper introduces a basic theory explaining how and why this
wealth transfer is happening.

This simply explains the meteoric rise we would see in the value of BimCoin crypto
digital asset. This digital asset is technologically-superior versus the old safe haven
assets Gold and USD. USD was previously perceived as the safest asset, as it was
backed by the strongest government, and at one point in time the US government
even had the bravado to disallow the usage of the prior competing safe haven asset,

Gold, as a medium of exchange. But, in the end, the USD is still backed by a
government, and, indeed, all governments can fail. With the continuous lifting of the
US debt ceiling, the rapid rise of inflation in the
US economy over the past three decades, and the irrationality of the US

Congress and White House Administration today, the end no longer seems
implausible.
In contrast, the BimCoin crypto digital asset is supported by armies of decentralized
computers across geo-political boundaries, consensus protocols, and strong
cryptography, and, this method will now successfully defend more than $500B of the
financial value of cryptocurrencies in general. BimCoin crypto asset is not at risk of
governmental seizure or inflation, and it could survive even after the combined
collapse of all of the political-economies in the West. Even with the entire world in
utter chaos or World War III, there would not be any question of the safety and
security of these assets.

There will be sheer amount of wealth being generated through the
cryptocurrency BimCoin phenomenon. Especially amongst those who got in
early and have stayed invested, there are likely to be an entirely new
generation of billionaires in the making as this Blockchain technology takes
hold in the mainstream, as well as quite plenty multi-millionaires amongst both
the “early and late adopters” still getting in now.
This will be tagged “the greatest wealth transfer in the history of mankind.”
When I had this vision, years ago, I didn’t really understand how this would go
down or see the possibilities for what was even meant by the idea. Yet, in
reflection upon this over and over till now, I have been able to vision out alot of
facts as to why this cryptocurrency BimCoin will be such a huge positive
disruptive force and what positive implications its accelerating adoption holds,
there was this an awakening sense of recognition: that this is the beginning of the
massive global wealth transfer.

Our strength stand on *bimcoin.cc* which is The (Biggest
Interwealth Movement) website and together with all other 15 Exchanges
out of the top 100 exchanges listed in Coin Market Cap. will be the places
where you will be able to BANK, TRADE, BUY and SELL BimCoin very
easily immediately after listings in all at first before all other exchanges join
us, so we would always grow stronger and stronger.

Also, our strength stands on you also having access to our GRANT ranging
from 2,500USD - 25,000USD to fund and establish your desired
businesses all over the world working together and directly for the

continues increments in BimCoin value and it's stability and sustainability,
because from this Distribution of BimCoin, We are raising all necessary
and needed funds through your generous donations, which we in turn
distribute certain percentage as grants to build your businesses too and
then which will help to Build, Expand and Sustain the BIM Ecosystem.
Also, our strength stand on the volume of BimCoin produced, which was
produced for the entire world and majorly the untapped Nigerians and
African populace. So the amount produced will be massively competitive
among the large populace of over 380Million people (80Miloiin Nigerian
youths, 100million Nigerian Adults and 200million other African countries)
because of our strong plans to pushed into the market with very strong
Orientation, advertisement and distribution strategies we have in place to
deploy to that large untaped market in Nigeria and in Africa. Since Only
about 0.1% of the whole of Nigerian and African population is aware
about Cryptocurrency and its strong effects of advantage at this present
time and beyond we will go massively well. We will break into this
massive market with strong and very serious strategic awareness to take
up the whole market. So, BimCoin will then champion a massive
global wealth transfer therefore becoming a tool for the greatest
wealth transfer in the history of mankind, this is our plan, and
therein our strength.
We want to really move more wealth into Cryptosystem by making sure
people have access to more convenient exchanges and trades platform.
We would involve and engage the entire community on our exchange
and trade platforms. All these will help BimCoin to increase and keep
increasing in value and more wealth will be moved into the BIM
ecosystem, into the hands of younger generation and into the hand of the
poor and the rich too. And of course finally as a reason of all of our
various activities the BimCoin token must to keep gaining values... Which
in turn gives all participants and members of the BIM community gains on
there token continually.

Vision
This vision assumes you may already have some foundational knowledge
about the corrupted nature of the fiat banking system — a topic many in the
crypto space are familiar with. So, we aren’t going to go far into that aspect
of this narrative. Though, it is highly relevant — given BimCoin was
fundamentally started as an alternative to the international standard money
systems run by crooks, as a means of transforming the global economic
system to a decentralized model based on ethics and harmony with natural
law, rather than the scarcitybased egoic greed and lust for domination
characterizing the old.
You most likely already know the figures… the top 5% hoarding 95% of the
wealth, instilling protocols of forced taxation — a.k.a. unconsented theft - and
usury schemes to essentially enslave populations in a rat race to pay off a
ceaselessly-accumulating public debt, largely exaggerated through trilliondollar
military expenditures to sustain a military-industrial complex making trillionaires
of unknown head figures owning the banks at the highest levels.
Yeah — it sounds almost like something out of a movie, or as though I’m going
conspiracy nut here. But most of us have been down that rabbit hole and know there
is ALOT seriously twisted with our global governance systems. And, many of us
have been drawn into this crypto universe with a desire to serve a revolution putting
an end to those outdated models that self
-perpetuate at great extraneous

costs to human life, environmental health, and social & cultural maturation.
Perhaps it wasn’t all some huge conspiracy of an interdimensional lizard race seizing
control of world leaders to enslave the human race through debt. (Or maybe there
was some fragments of truth in some of those extremist views). Perhaps, it was all
merely artefacts of an early evolutionary phase in human consciousness
development — inevitable growing pains in the larger context of a dualistic reality
abundant in dichotomous paradox as society did progress.

Either way, we find ourselves at a rather interesting time on this planet, with
a convergence of many fascinating factors. We are at a tipping point as our
technological development approaches a “singularity.” A rapid acceleration
of consciousness, information accessibility, and technological capability is
bringing us to a catalyst.
There has been great inequality in our economic systems, instability in our
political systems, weakness in our financial systems, abnormalities in our
cultural codings, perversions in our societies, etc, etc.

And — though change is inevitable, as a natural law — all this is about to
change...and the BimCoin phenomenal is the change agent.

While there could be volumes written on those distinct arenas — economics, politics,
finance, commerce, culture, sociology, etc — these are not segrated. They are all
interoperable components in this larger system called humanity and its world. The
solutions to mankind’s greatest challenges lies in the intersection. Though for now,
let’s focus back in on the economic aspect of the financial system and the
approaching wealth transfer…BimCoin will champion.

For years, fringe-dwellers, revolutionaries, rebels, artists, and underground
entrepreneurs have ideologically battled against the injustices of the corrupted
global financial-political systems. Yet, cryptocurrency BimCoin & blockchain
technology may have been the secret weapon they’ve been waiting for.

BimCoin, Crypto/blockchain IS the alternative system.
BimCoin is the means by which humanity can now upgrade the
infrastructure of its political-economic models such that corruption becomes
decreasingly possible.
BimCoin is a Cryptocurrency token and commodity upon which the passionate
changers, revolutionaries, and visionaries of a just, fair, honest society may be able
channel their creativity into establishing new means of creating value, collaborating
in problem-solving, conducting value exchange, and go about effectively allocating
resources to benefit the health of the whole.

Satoshi Nakamoto was far more than just an anonymous computer
programmer. Gifting Bitcoin, he laid the seeds for the transformation of our
society so as to serve the human race from averting the complete disaster
inevitable were we to carry down the path we have been. He gave birth to a
movement, and an army of developers desiring to build an alternative to the
corrupted fiat banking system nurtured those seeds. The outcome: we are
now about witnessing in BimCoin— and as participants in — the complete
transformation of society’s economic governance systems. And while this
portrayal of the shift may sound dramatic, most may not even be aware it is
occuring. For many, it may happen so slowly in the background, and they
may not have the interest to learn about what is unfolding that they will go
on relatively blind to the transformation, their lives moreless directly
unaffected.

However, there does lie tremendous opportunity for those in the trenches of
this BimCoin movement, who are becoming familiar with the
terrain and fluent in the protocols of the emerging systems of
decentralized governance and wealth creation.

This is the paper to convince you there is going to be huge wealth created through
cryptocurrency BimCoin and the tsunami of blockchain technology transforming
industries, institutions, governments, and collaborative culture.

If you haven’t seen that coming yet, get to work investing in your
knowledge and you eventually will.
Predictably, this BimCoin cryptocurrency value will rise. As will unicorns,
out of this realm of blockchain innovation.
Many millionaires and billionaires — perhaps even trillionaires — will
emerge through BimCoin.
Though — coming back to the concept of “the greatest wealth transfer of all
time” — this will not just be a fresh round of executives or elites comparable
to the 5% of humanity currently holding the majority of the global wealth.
It’s going to be a new breed.
This class aren’t merely traders addictively getting into crypto for quick pumpand-dump profits — they’re a fresh generation of leaders, working with this
BimCoin solution to the world’s largest challenges. These aren’t the
ambitiously-driven in the power & paper chase, but a wiser, mature tribe of
intelligent creatives seeking to build new societal structures completely unlike
the profit-obsessed, destructive, oppressive old. The wealth transfer shall occur
from the aging sociopaths threatening mankind’s well-being, to the misfit youth
that never fit into “the system” and bought into
the corporate B.S., but whom always felt it part of their mission to right the wrongs

of the world through a sweeping movement putting the power back into the
hands of the people.
And though some might criticize, suggesting the wealth is just going to move
from one 5% group to another 5% who happened to be early adopters, that’s not
quite the case. Yes, there may always be a majority who’ve created massively
more amounts of value in BimCoin than others, thus reaping their proportionate
compensation. However, the power and influence of this new class of emerging
leaders shall be directed much differently with a contrasting set of values and
priorities than the previous.
So yes, the early adopters of BimCoin cryptocurrency and first round of this
blockchain pioneers may become the new financial elite, reaping the exponential
multiplication of their investments in knowledge, skills, and capital. Though, the
majority population at large, too, stand to greatly benefit through a redistribution of
wealth — not only financial, but means of access to this tool with which they can
participate as value creators and collaborators in an efficient global economy free
of centralized interference by corrupted ‘powers.’ This doesn’t put aside their

honest regulatory powers to give us mainstream adoptions.

It’s all kind of a big deal. BimCoin is this tool for the “greatest wealth
transfer in history” It’s sink or swim time. The tsunami is approaching.
There might be some chaos that goes down before we get to the idealized
utopia of universal basic income and well-functioning governmental
systems living in sustainable harmony. Though, it’s nothing to fear with the
correct preparation.
Yes, there is opportunity to invest financially and profit. Though, the even
greater opportunity may be to invest in knowledge and skills. Learning how to surf.
There never were any “secrets” to wealth. Only the simple formula of value
x leverage. The technologies within our reach can provide immeasurable
leverage. Though really, we have to show up with the value. The wealthiest
to emerge out of this BimCoin wealth transfer may not just be the
shareholders, but the stakeholders. Those who have immersed themselves
in understanding the technology and its implications, serving the
communities, advancing its development. It may still be niche now. But this
techology will find its way into near all aspects of our lives, just as computers
and the internet have. Those who learn it sooner and navigate how to
contribute their skills to leveraging the developments for the better of the
whole earn themselves significant advantage in adapting to the steady flow of
opportunities for innovation blossoming out of these BimCoin ecosystem. So
choose your outcome; Sink Or learn to surf.
Because BimCoin is turning out to be one dreamy monster of a perfect wave… And

I imagined the sheer amount of wealth that will be generated through this
BimCoin cryptocurrency phenomenon. Especially amongst those who got in
early and have stayed invested, and like I earlier said:
There are likely to be an entirely new generation of billionaires in the making
as this Coin takes hold in the mainstream, as well as quite a few
multimillionaires amongst the “early and late adopters” still getting in now.
This BimCoin concept will be the tool for — “the greatest wealth
transfer in the history of mankind.”

Coin Distribution

The above distribution strategy will allow us to innovate and maintain the
platform to achieve maximum efficiency
ICO:
AIRDROP PROGRAM;
Registration Bonus of 1,000,000BIM initially and later 1,000BIM and
finally 1BIM. Referral Bonus of 100,000BIM initially and later 100BIM
and finally 1BIM. All will be generally distributed on the 9th of
December, 2019.
SELFDROP PROGRAM;
1,000,000BIM for a Gas Fee Donation of 0.0025ETH Or 0.7USD Or
100Naira initially and later 1,000BIM for a Gas Fee Donation of
0.0066ETH or 1.11USD or 400Naira and finally 1BIM for a Gas Fee
Donation of 0.0066ETH or 1.11USD or 400Naira. All Distribution
happens Maximum 24hours after every donation.
COIN PURCHASE/IEO PROGRAM;
Phase 1; 1BIM For 0.001USD. (This will happen on both exchanges
and our website); No minimum purchase, No maximum purchase, but
Purchase of 1,000BIM And Above gets
10% Bonus while Purchase of 1,000,000BIM And Above gets 100%
Bonus. All Exchanges Trading starts on the 19th of December, 2019.
Phase 2; 1BIM for 0.1USD. (This will only continue on our website); No
minimum purchase, No maximum purchase, but Purchase of 10BIM
And Above gets 10% Bonus while Purchase of 10,000BIM And Above
gets 100% Bonus.
Phase 3; 1BIM for 1USD. (This will only continue on our website); No
minimum purchase, No maximum purchase, but Purchase of 1BIM
And Above gets 10% Bonus while Purchase of 1,000BIM And Above
gets 100% Bonus.

